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Sentry Defender
How Sentry Defender will protect your computer for less than 50p
a day!
The Facts:


Sentry defender prevents both known and UNKNOWN cyber attacks and malicious threats by constantly
analysing behaviour, looking for suspicious network activity, identifying modified files, programmes and
operating systems components.



All alerts are constantly monitored by a team of cyber security specialists in our 24x7 Security
Operations Centre (SOC). They deal with any issues as they arise and raise notifications as necessary.



Unusual behaviour and malicious code is isolated, quarantined and/or killed within seconds.



All of this minimises downtime and lost productivity by preventing cyber attacks before they happen.



The agent runs alongside any existing systems with no impact to performance, only notifying you when
suspicious activity has been blocked.



Enterprise-grade security made affordable for everyone with no long-term contract to sign.



Just £14.76 (+ VAT) per workstation, per month, billed monthly on a rolling contract.

Top three questions about Sentry defender
Am I not already protected by my AntiVirus software?
No, AntiVirus only protects you from most KNOWN threats, whereas the Sentry Defender service will protect
your computer from known AND unknown threats.

Does it replace my existing security?
Yes, it can, but we always recommend as many layers of protection as possible. Sentry Defender will work on
top of your existing security layers and is monitored by S.O.C. experts round-the-clock.

Can you guarantee I won't get hacked?
No, we cannot, but there is a guarantee that if you have to pay out for a ransom, you will be paid $1,000 per
protected computer up to a maximum of $1,000,000. (Terms and Conditions apply)

Small businesses have become the easy target because traditionally the
cost of a full Cyber Security Suite was beyond their means.
Now you can fight back with pro-active Cyber Security that protects
against constantly evolving cyber threats!
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